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The Credo features the soprano in a colorful 12 bar blues in 12/8 time. There is a strong gospel feel with the repeating lines from the soloist and humming soft backing harmony. Again in three sections, the first blues part gives way to a more sombre section at the Crescendo, and Elois Est sepultus est and he was buried: a piano solo leads the band into a blinding depiction of the moment of resurrection. The Et resurrexit is set with a satcheling up tempo swing which eventually cuts back into the 12/8 as the movement builds to a thrilling climax.

Like the Gloria the Sanctus is set for the choir and trio without the soloist. It is a beautiful, slow ballad set up initially on the piano. The movement provides a welcome period of tranquility and reflection after the sheer energy of the previous 3 movements.

The Agnus Dei grows out of the piano echo of the Hosanna with a haunting soprano ballad accompanied by piano. In the stirring maestoso which follows, we hear the main themes of the work on high trumpet fanfares and strong trombone parts. Once again the strong 12 bar blues underpins the texture. A huge climactic entry from the choir subsides into a gentler minor section in which virtuoso choir lines are woven over a simple, repeated choral structure. After another big build this time with the chorus featured, the music returns to the opening ballad theme, the soprano now accompanied by solo choir and brass. This is a substantial movement and is much more beautiful — it is painful, plaintive, a cry for mercy and a prayer for peace. Traditionally the music would end here, but in another dramatic master stroke WillTodd leaves the alto harmonies on a soft F after the line of the Agnus Dei. The air of expectation grows as the soprano softly recapitulates the Credo theme. Gradually the music builds with the soloist entering and then the tenors and basses. Suddenly the driving 12/8 of the Credo is forcing the music forward as the choir sing Et expecto resurrectionem (we look for the resurrection) and the music comes back to the key in which the work began. The expansive final choral of the work leave the listener not in quiet contemplation but jerked forward into praise and belief. Credo, Amen!
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We've made it! Thank You!

We appreciate your support of the arts in our community. To support Ars Nova with a direct contribution, please click here or scan this code to go to our donation page.
Thank You to All Our Contributors! Through donations and ticket purchases, individuals accounted for a significant percentage of Ars Nova’s operating budget. Donations listed were received between July 1, 2020 and February 11, 2022.
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ARS NOVA SINGERS welcomes the early, fragile Spring with a program that honors the uncertainty of our shared experiences and the trust we place in one another. We open with sinuous works by Indian-American composer Reena Esmail, riffing on the seemingly unordered yet hauntingly beautiful sounds of traditional Hindustani raga. Raga (or Raag), melodic frameworks in traditional Indian classical music which offer endless improvisation, rely on trust—between musician, listener, and space. They are a framework, not a mandate, much like the quivering faith of Fauré’s beloved Requiem.

Special Guests: Matthew Dane, viola and Christina Jennings, flute

FRI • APR 1 • 7:30pm – Central Presbyterian Church
SAT • APR 2 • 7:30pm – First United Methodist Church, Boulder
This performance will be livestreamed.
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ARS NOVA SINGERS welcomes the early, fragile Spring with a program that honors the uncertainty of our shared experiences and the trust we place in one another. We open with sinuous works by Indian-American composer Reena Esmail, riffing on the seemingly unordered yet hauntingly beautiful sounds of traditional Hindustani raga. Raga (or Raag), melodic frameworks in traditional Indian classical music which offer endless improvisation, rely on trust—between musician, listener, and space. They are a framework, not a mandate, much like the quivering faith of Fauré’s beloved Requiem.
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